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ABSTRACT 
The public water management of 
fresh water. With a portion of 71% of the public water supply in Germany
fresh groundwater is the most important resource for urban, agricultural and industrial 
activities. Some of the aquifers used for groundwater extraction provide problems with 
intruding salt water from different sources
may be vulnerable for sea water intrusion, which is the landward encroachment of sea water 
into fresh water aquifers (IVKOVIC

anthropogenic activities. Because of the importance of the salt water intrusion problems, the 
State Authority for Mining, Energy and Geology (LBEG) planed
the area of Esens (see Fig. 1) (
Lower Saxony with a focus on the coastal aquifers influenced by sea water intrusion.

Figure 1: Groundwater salinization in the study area
electromagnetic measurements combined with a geological 3D model (G
The ligth grey zone marks the sali
this interpretated area caused by the heterogeneous data
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The public water management of Lower Saxony has to provide about 8 million people with 
fresh water. With a portion of 71% of the public water supply in Germany
fresh groundwater is the most important resource for urban, agricultural and industrial 

aquifers used for groundwater extraction provide problems with 
intruding salt water from different sources (GRUBE et al. 2000). Especially the coastal aquifers 
may be vulnerable for sea water intrusion, which is the landward encroachment of sea water 

VKOVIC  et al. 2012). This process could be enhanced or initiated by 
anthropogenic activities. Because of the importance of the salt water intrusion problems, the 
State Authority for Mining, Energy and Geology (LBEG) planed, based on
the area of Esens (see Fig. 1) (GÖSSMANN 2012), to generate a statewide “salt water map” for 
Lower Saxony with a focus on the coastal aquifers influenced by sea water intrusion.

salinization in the study area of Esens identifyed by airborne 
electromagnetic measurements combined with a geological 3D model (G

zone marks the salinization area, the doted line shows the uncertainty of 
area caused by the heterogeneous database. 

/fresh water interface in coastal aquifers 
of Lower Saxony (Germany) based on airborne electromagnetic 
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Lower Saxony has to provide about 8 million people with 
fresh water. With a portion of 71% of the public water supply in Germany (BGR 2010), the 
fresh groundwater is the most important resource for urban, agricultural and industrial 

aquifers used for groundwater extraction provide problems with 
2000). Especially the coastal aquifers 

may be vulnerable for sea water intrusion, which is the landward encroachment of sea water 
2012). This process could be enhanced or initiated by 

anthropogenic activities. Because of the importance of the salt water intrusion problems, the 
, based on a pilot project in 

wide “salt water map” for 
Lower Saxony with a focus on the coastal aquifers influenced by sea water intrusion. 

 

identifyed by airborne 
electromagnetic measurements combined with a geological 3D model (GÖSSMANN, 2012). 

nization area, the doted line shows the uncertainty of 



In Germany the use of fresh water as drinking water is limited through the thresholds for 
different parameters in the “Trinkwasserverordnung (
(BMJ 2013). Those are 250 mg/l chlor
The threshold for the electrical conductivity at 20°C is 2790 µS/cm 
correlates with an electric resistivity of 4 
groundwater and divide it into salt

For the coastal regions of Lower Saxony we use airborne electromagnetic measurements 
(HEM) to get the electric resistivity
combined them with groundwater analyses to 
aquifers. The helicopter-borne system operated by the “Federal Institute for Geosciences and 
Natural Resources (BGR)” enables simultaneous measurements of electromagnetic, magnetic 
and gamma-ray spectrometry 
used the electromagnetic data 
experiences and results of GÖSSMANN

geological maps, profiles, wells and groundwater analyses to distinguish low resistivit
caused by sea water intrusion
resistivity. In addition to that, we
profiles, a geologic 3D-model of the Pleistocene subsurface
clay distribution. After the inversion of the data we used horizontal resistivity maps in 
different depths to identify the intrusion of sea water

Figure 2: HEM-resistivity distribution for a depth of 
Dreieck". The outline curve marks the coastline of Lower Saxony.

The resistivity maps were integrated in GOCAD® as a picture and the identified sea water 
intrusion were plotted as a curve on each map. Afterwards a vertical 
the several curves in various depths which illustrate the salt
Fig. 3 shows a preliminary construction of the salt
on the mentioned 3D-model, but only on
soon as the linked geologic profiles and the 3D
adapted to get a reliable final version.

In Germany the use of fresh water as drinking water is limited through the thresholds for 
different parameters in the “Trinkwasserverordnung (German drinking water regulation

). Those are 250 mg/l chloride, 250 mg/l sulfate and 200 mg/l sodium
The threshold for the electrical conductivity at 20°C is 2790 µS/cm (
correlates with an electric resistivity of 4 Ωm. These parameters were used to characterize the 

e it into salt-/fresh water areas.  

the coastal regions of Lower Saxony we use airborne electromagnetic measurements 
to get the electric resistivity of the underground (sediments and pore fluids) 

groundwater analyses to detect the intrusion of sea water into the 
borne system operated by the “Federal Institute for Geosciences and 

Natural Resources (BGR)” enables simultaneous measurements of electromagnetic, magnetic 
 (SIEMON et al. 2012) For our interests on saltwater intrusion we 

the electromagnetic data from the BGR measurements. Therefore
ÖSSMANN (2012), we combined the resistivity distribution with 

wells and groundwater analyses to distinguish low resistivit
caused by sea water intrusion, from those caused by clay materials which have the same 

In addition to that, we generate linked geologic profiles and based on these 
model of the Pleistocene subsurface, to get reliable information of the 

After the inversion of the data we used horizontal resistivity maps in 
different depths to identify the intrusion of sea water (see Fig. 2). 

resistivity distribution for a depth of -10m NN in the "Elbe
Dreieck". The outline curve marks the coastline of Lower Saxony.  

integrated in GOCAD® as a picture and the identified sea water 
urve on each map. Afterwards a vertical surface was built up from 

the several curves in various depths which illustrate the salt-/fresh water interface
Fig. 3 shows a preliminary construction of the salt-/fresh water interface, which is not based 

model, but only on wells, groundwater analyses and geologic maps. As 
soon as the linked geologic profiles and the 3D-model are available, the interface will be 
adapted to get a reliable final version.  
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Figure 3: a) Identified salt-/fresh water interface in the „Elbe-Weser-Dreieck“based on 
HEM data. The interface consists of different surface parts, which were each created 
through a top and a bottom curve that illustrates the saltwater front for a certain depth. 
b) Depth of the groundwater table in meter relative to the mean sea level (NN) for the 
project area. 

With this illustration of the interface, we can show how dynamic and vertically irregular the 
salt-/ fresh water system is developed, especially in coastal regions. Additionally, through this 
growth of information, we are able to give precise specifications of the depth in which the 
groundwater is over salted.  
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